PRELIMINARY HISTORIC DISTRICT STUDY COMMITTEE REPORT
WILLIAM TIENKEN BUILDING LOCAL HISTORIC DISTRICT
333 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN
CHARGE OF THE HISTORIC DISTRICTS STUDY COMMITTEE
In April 2012, the Rochester City Council approved the request by the Rochester Historical
Commission to establish a Historic District Study Committee. The Historic Districts Study
Committee was appointed by Rochester City Council on September 24, 2012. On November 10,
2014, the Rochester City Council adopted Rochester Code of Ordinances, Chapter 27, Historic
Preservation. This ordinance requires that a study committee be appointed prior to the
establishment of a historic district, and shall include a majority of persons who have a clearly
demonstrated interest in, or knowledge of, historic preservation. The study committee is charged
with carrying out an inventory, research, and preparation of a preliminary historic district study
committee report for a proposed historic district following the selection criteria for evaluation
issued by the United States Secretary of the Interior for inclusion of resources in the National
Register of Historic Places, as set forth in 36 CFR part 60, and criteria established or approved
by the Michigan State Historic Preservation Office. Study committee members serve three-year
terms. A list of current committee members follows.
STUDY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Eric Bothwell, a retired General Motors graphic designer, has a history of community
involvement, including serving on the Greater Rochester Heritage Days Board, the City
Beautiful Commission, the Historical Commission, and the Historic District Study Committee.
As a skilled designer and photographer, he has documented historic resources for the Study
Committee Reports and Main Street Makeover.
Gail Bothwell has lived in Rochester since 1944. She has a strong interest in historic preservation
and is an active member of the Rochester Historical Commission and the liaison to the Michigan
Historic Preservation Network. She was appointed to the Rochester Historic District Study
Committee in 2012 and has attended numerous historic related conferences and workshops.
Tricia DeMarco is a recent resident and wants to help contribute to preserving the heritage and
sense of place and community of Rochester. She is a professional planner, engineer, and LEED
accredited certified planner. She has a Master of Urban Design and Planning and a Master of
Civil Engineering. She was appointed to the Rochester Historic District Study Committee in June
2015.
John Dziurman, AIA, NCARB, is a registered architect with a practice focused on historic
preservation and meets the qualification for historic architect. He is a member of the Rochester
Historical Commission, liaison to the Planning Commission, and chair of the Study Committee.
Previously, he was a member of the Rochester Hills Historic District Commission for 24 years
and its Study Committee for 11 years.
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Paul Haig, a jeweler/art dealer, is the owner of two historic properties in Rochester, an 1880
residence and an 1898 commercial building in downtown Rochester. Paul is very active in the
community and is a member of the Downtown Development Authority Board and numerous
service organizations. He has been a member and vice-chair of the Historic District Study
Committee since 2013.
Gail Kemler has lived in Rochester since the 1920s and remains active in the community. She
was a member of the Rochester Board of Education, president of the Rochester Avon Historical
Society, a member of the Historical Commission, and has been actively involved in creating
historic districts in Rochester since 1977. She has been a member of the Historic District Study
Committee since 2012.
Michael Paradise is a 40-year resident of Rochester, served on three Historic District Study
Committees since 1977, and was a charter member of the Rochester Downtown Development
Authority in 1982. He is dedicated to preserving the historic legacy and charm that originally
drew him to Rochester. Michael is an Artist, Designer, Technology Coordinator & Media Lab
Manager for 20 years at Cranbrook Academy of Art.
Elaine H. Robinson and Scott Slagor, architectural historians with Commonwealth Cultural
Resources Group, Inc., assisted the study committee in its work.
INVENTORY
A photographic inventory of the proposed district was conducted in 2015 as part of the
Rochester Historic Districts Survey. The photographer for the William Tienken Building was
Eric Bothwell, Rochester Historic District Study Committee. Copies of the photographs and
resulting historic district reports are located at the Rochester City Hall, the Rochester Hills
Museum, and the State Historic Preservation Office.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DISTRICT
The William Tienken Building is located in the downtown commercial core of Rochester,
Michigan (Figures 1 and 2)1. The two-story building is positioned in the center of a row of
commercial buildings on the west side of South Main Street. Both sides of South Main Street are
lined with one- and two-story commercial buildings, dating from the late nineteenth century to
recent decades. Between the building and the street is a concrete sidewalk and street furniture
including waste containers, plantings, and a street light (Figure 3).
The two-story brick building has a rectilinear footprint and flat roof with a shallow parapet
across the façade (Figure 4). The building includes a storefront at the first story and paired
windows on the second story. Two recessed doors are positioned near the north corner of the
façade. Both doors have a heavy wood trim and a large, glazed, center panel. Above each door
is a painted panel/transom. The door on the right side of the vestibule provides access to the
1

The map in Figure 2 utilizes City of Rochester GIS mapping for the legal parcels overlaid on an aerial
photograph. The distortion seen is a result of the angle of the aerial photography. In reality, the building at the
footprint is within the defined boundary.
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second story, and the door near the center accesses the storefront. South of the door is a large
plate glass window in a slightly projecting wooden frame. The frame rests on a pair of brackets.
Above the window, the wood frames the signboard and is crowned by a series of brackets below
a shelf molding. The south side of the sign board has a wood sign and the north side has a small
sign set against the original glazed transom window. The brick below the display window and
between the window and vestibule is painted white to blend with the wood molding.
The second story of the façade is entirely unpainted. At the center of the elevation are two sets
of paired one-over-one windows. The windows are set in a corbeled molding consisting of three
rows of brick headers on each outer side and three courses of rowlocks above the windows.
Between the pairs of windows, the brickwork in each course consists of two headers, a stretcher,
and two more headers. Square stones are located at the outer base and top of each frame, and
rectangular stones are located between the two frames at the base and top. A stone sill, with an
additional stone detail at the base of each column, is located below the windows. The
rectangular stone at the center of the upper window frame is engraved with the date 1916. A
second raised brick panel surrounding a larger stone is centered on the parapet. The stone
currently holds the building address, “333.” This panel has a single course of rowlocks above
and below the panel and a single row of headers on each side. Centered on the parapet wall, on
either side of the stone panel, is a series of four sailor bricks (bricks oriented with the wide face
to the front) with spaces between. Completing the façade ornament is a course of soldier bricks
below a stone capstone, which include a pentagonal stone at each end and an arched stone above
the center of the façade.
The west elevation of the building faces the parking lot and alley (Figure 5). Like the façade, the
west elevation includes a pair of doors near the north corner of the first story and a large window
at the south side of the elevation. The doors consist of a large, glazed, central panel set in a
wood frame. Above each door is a glazed transom that has the address for each location. A
wood sign board stretches the width of the elevation between the first and second stories. The
second story also has two pairs of windows, with each pair sent in a raised frame or “hood” that
is one brick wide and has two courses of rowlocks above the flat-topped openings. The rear wall
also rises in a parapet with a triangular pediment at the center.
COUNT OF HISTORIC AND NON-HISTORIC RESOURCES
The proposed William Tienken Building Historic District contains one historic (contributing)
and zero non-historic (non-contributing) resources.
BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
The proposed William Tienken Building Historic District consists of the following parcels:
T3N, R11E, SEC 15 ORIGINAL PLAT S 22.5 FT OF N 45 FT OF LOT 45.
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BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION
The proposed historic district contains the 1916 William Tienken Building and its original
property parcel.
HISTORY OF THE DISTRICT
William Tienken was the senior member of the firm Tienken & Case of Rochester (Biographical
Publishing 1903:155). He was born in Avon Township and was one of five children born to
Henry and Meta Tienken (Michigan Marriage Records 1910:11). When he was just 17 years old,
William left his father’s farm, on what is today known as Tienken Road, to work as a clerk in a
grocery store in New York City (Biographical Publishing 1903:155). After just over two years,
Tienken returned to Detroit, where he worked first at Russell House and then with a wholesale
grocery before entering the restaurant business. Finally, in 1899, Tienken returned to Rochester
where he formed a partnership with C. W. Case (Biographical Publishing 1903:160).
Tienken and Case were the owners of a hardware store that carried their names. Originally
located at 335 South Main Street, the firm was dissolved in 1915, although Mr. Case continued
the business until 1968 (Larsen 2011:29; 2014:14). An announcement in the July 1915 issue of
Domestic Engineering noted the change in the business arrangement and that the plumbing
business would be continued by William Tienken (Domestic Engineering 1915:122).
In spite of the business dissolution, Case and Tienken must have remained friendly because
Tienken went on to construct his new store immediately adjacent to Case’s store (Rochester Era
[RE] 1916a). In April 1916, the newspaper reported that “Will Tienken broke ground Wednesday
for his new brick block, adjoining C. W. Case” (RE 1916b). The new store was known as
Tienken Plumbing & Heating. In 1919, the two-story building is included for the first time in the
Sanborn Maps, with the designation “Plumber” (Sanborn Map 1919:2). The building is much
smaller than that of Case Hardware to the north, but by 1926, the property also includes a onestory building that housed automobiles (Sanborn Map 1926:4). The one-story building was still
present in 1939, but since that time has been expanded to a full two-story portion of the building
(Sanborn Map 1939:4).
Tienken operated his business in the store until 1932, when the location became the home of
Henry Feet’s Red & White Grocery Store (Larsen 2011:29). The grocery store changed names at
least one time, to Sisson Market in 1942, but by 1948 the market was relocated to another nearby
building and the Tienken Building was occupied by the Western Auto Store, with Roy S. Hyland
occupying the second story (Larsen 2011:29-30; Rochester Avon Historical Society 2015).
Western Auto remained in the building through the 1950s; Rochester Optical occupied the space
from the 1960s to the mid-1980s (Larsen 2011:30).
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DISTRICT
The William Tienken Building Historic District is significant under National Register Criterion
A, for its association with a pattern of historical events under commerce and for Criterion C for
architecture. The district’s period of significance is from 1916, when the building was
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constructed, to 1965, as the building was still serving its commercial function within the last fifty
years.
The National Register Criteria
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
Criterion A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history.
The William Tienken Building is locally significant to the commercial development of
Rochester, Michigan. The building is a good example of a modest, early twentieth-century
commercial building with retail space on the first floor and offices on the second. The building
has remained commercial its entire history, beginning with the long tenure of Tienken’s own
plumbing and heating business, several grocery stores, an auto shop, and an optical center. The
local businesses were fixtures in downtown for over six decades.
Criterion C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction.
The William Tienken Building embodies the distinctive characteristics of a commercial
storefront from the early twentieth century. The modest decoration, which relies heavily on
brickwork and simple stone ornament, combined with the arrangement of storefronts and the
placement of the door leading to the upper floor are typical of commercial buildings of the era.
The building has retained a good level of integrity, with its original brick façade and wood
paneled and glazed storefront. The original transom over the storefronts is present, just partially
covered by current occupants (Remembering Rochester 2009). Although the building was
substantially enlarged, the addition is on the rear of the building, and does not detract from its
historic appearance from the public face.
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Figure 1. William Tienken Building, 333 South Main Street, Location
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Figure 2. William Tienken Building, 333 South Main Street, Local Historic District Boundary
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Figure 3. William Tienken Building, Streetscape, View to the WestSouthwest

Figure 4. William Tienken Building, Building Facade, View to the West

Figure 5. William Tienken Building, West Elevation, View to the East

